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Hall D’s current calorimeter (FCAL), which is used to detect neutrals and measure electron energy from the photon shower created when the photon enters the calorimeter, is being updated with a large lead tungstate crystal insert to replace a middle portion of the current lead glass crystals that will be 
capable of better resolution when viewing the collected data. The crystals the calorimeter uses are very sensitive to temperature regarding achieving the most clear and concise results through the attached Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and it is necessary to keep the crystals as close to 10 degrees Celsius 
as possible. To achieve this there are water cooled aluminum blocks all around the crystals as well as one in the center each maintained at 10 degrees Celsius. In addition, the whole system is operating in a temperature controlled dark room through a heat exchanger and fans set at an air temperature of 10 
degrees Celsius. All this cooling is needed as a result of the electronics for the PMTs to transfer and read the collected data. The purpose of this project was to verify that the current layout and assumptions for the crystal PMT setup would be enough to keep the temperature variation in the crystals under 
1.5 degrees Celsius between each crystal and under 0.5 degrees Celsius within each crystal itself. The methods used to obtain this verification revolved around a three-step approach. Within each crystal setup there are several components each relevant in deterring the heat transfer from the electronics to 
the crystal, and through a set of one-dimensional analytical calculations of basic heat transfer the heat flux into the crystal was found. These results were inputted into Excel’s iterative calculation feature generating a two-dimensional display of heat transfer between each crystal. To formalize and compare 
all the data in a more detailed fashion a three-dimensional thermal analysis of the system was also created using ANSYS, which is a finite element analysis software containing analysis from structural to the thermal analysis. The analysis showed the ΔT of the system to be just below 8 degrees C with an 
internal crystal ΔT of about 3.4 degrees C. Both numbers are in a range that can be accepted for functionality but not best clarity of results. Since the goal is to have both numbers as close to the desired values of 1.5 degrees C and 0.5 degrees C and both are over, two additional measures were tested in 
ANSYS to find the best option for additional cooling. These tests found that cooling the electronics directly would yield the best results for lowest system and crystal ΔT. Knowing this vital information will help guide the finalization of the design process to fit the desired temperature parameters needed 
by the equipment on this device for maximum data resolution. Information like this will also be an asset for any future calorimeter work or design in the lab for years to come.  
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1D Results

ANSYS Results Conclusions

MethodsOverview
• Hall D currently contains a forward calorimeter (FCAL) which is being upgraded to 

FCAL2. This upgrade involves replacing an inner portion of the FCAL’s current 
lead glass crystals with an insert of lead tungstate crystals. This insert will provide 
much better resolution of data when detecting neutrals and measuring electron 
energy. 

• Each crystal module is fitted with a Photomultiplier tube or                                   
PMT, along with some other materials to assist with heat                                       
conduction or mounting for electronics. Outside of the crystal                                     
is wrapped in a layer each of ESR foil and tedlar which both                                      
act as anti-reflectance for the crystal providing improved                                      
resolution while also having a very low thermal conductivity.                                  
The crystals are cooled through an outer layer and one inner                                   
stack of aluminum cooling blocks as well as a heat exchanger                                  
and fans.

• For the system to operate at peak level the temperature variation                                 
of the system is needed to stay below an assumed 8 degrees C from its hottest to 
coldest and have a ΔT within each crystal as low as possible. To begin this project, 
a max system temperature difference of 1.5 degrees C and ΔT in each crystal of 0.5 
degrees C were targeted to ensure the actual values be in the needed range. 

     

• Individual crystal setup Heat flux from the PMT electronics 
through structural material and into the lead tungstate 
crystal was found on paper using one-dimensional heat 
transfer calculations for combined materials.
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• One-dimensional calculations were then expanded in excel 
to show range of heat flux with differing cooling fans air 
speed values. 

• A smaller system test was created using Excel’s iterative 
calculation feature generating a two-dimensional display of 
heat transfer between each crystal with cooling block 
boundaries and center cooling tube in place.   

• Using ANSYS, a finite element analysis solver, three-
dimensional thermal analysis models were created showing 
the heat flow of the entire system under multiple heat 
conditions.

Abstract

• Values present in one/two dimensional 
calculations correlate to ANSYS model but vary 
slightly due to constraints of the calculations not 
being able to consider all variables in the system in 
just a 1D or 2D setting as much as the 3D. 

• As shown the temperature values in ANSYS are 
within the acceptable range but right on the fringe 
so additional cooling is highly recommended

• Between the two cooling options as shown the best 
course of action would be option 2 as in that 
scenario the overall system ΔT is greatly reduced 
from 18.2 degrees C to 14.3 degrees C, and the ΔT 
inside the crystals at most was shown to go down 
from 3.4 degrees C to 1.55 degrees C.

• Option one reduces the highest overall temperature 
of the system but, the overall ΔT is found to be 
much higher than option one or the current setup. 
The internal crystal ΔT is lower than the current 
system but just slightly and compared to option 
two is double.  

• ANSYS model made in half to help processing time since the system is symmetric about its mid axis.
• Option one compared to the current system has the outer and inner cooling blocks/tube reduced from 10 degrees C to 5 degrees C.
• Option two compared to the current system sees the heat flux going into each crystal reduced from 75 W/m^2 to 37.5 W/m^2.

• Initial calculations done on
     paper with the fan air 
     velocity of 2 m/s were 
     expanded to show an air 
     speed range of 1–10 m/s.
• With expanded range the heat flux going into the crystal found a significant drop off as the airspeed increased by each m/s.
• The heat flux value of 75 W/m^2 was found to be most applicable to current system assumptions and selected for use in 

next testing stage. 

2D Results
• The size of the system was limited by the number of equations Excel’s iterative
     solver feature can solve at once, which is 100 equations. 
• With an added heat flux of 75 W/m^2 the max temperature came to 12.9 degrees C
     and a min of 10.8 degrees C  which gives a ΔT of 2.1 degrees C.
• System limited by equations lack of reference to the heat flow within each crystal 
     causing all the heat being transferred from crystal to crystal when in reality heat will
     also flow though the crystals themselves and into insulation on upstream side.  

Current System setup Additional cooling option one Additional cooling option two 

• System high 
temperature shown 
at 18.12 degrees C. 

• ΔT of system at 7.6 
degrees C

• ΔT of individual 
crystal found to max 
at 3.4 degrees C

• System high 
temperature shown 
at 13.3 degrees C. 

• ΔT of system at 
8.247 degrees C

• ΔT of individual 
crystal found to max 
at 3.28 degrees C

• System high 
temperature 
shown at 14.27 
degrees C. 

• ΔT of system at 
3.957 degrees C

• ΔT of individual 
crystal found to 
max at 1.55 
degrees C


